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A CLEAR 
DIRECTION 
FOR
STRATEGIC 
SUCCESS IN 
GOVERNMENTAL POLICY 



RULON & WHITE GOVERNANCE STRATEGIES ET AL
                           STRONG REPRESENTATION ON THE HILL

RWGS provide clients preferential strategies for communicating vital changes to federal 
government policymakers on emerging industries and new developments in established 
sectors, both of which require the policymakers’ critical attention-and this requires strong 
representation on Capitol Hill. Lobbying activities integrated with communication activities 
and regulatory strategy analyses aligns these governmental policy directions.

A  BOUTIQUE FIRM WITH THREE GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR SUCCESS 

The RWGS team of government affairs professionals can produce progressive client 
successes that are based on a nontraditional triad of PERSONALIZED ATTENTION, 
INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS and GUIDED EXPERTISE. These are the core strengths in 
every strategy we form.



THE TRACTION OUR CLIENTS 
GAIN IN 
WASHINGTON IS THE 
MEASURE OF OUR SUCCESS



PERSONALIZED ATTENTION CLIENTS’ PRIORITIES

Each federal branch works in collaboration to advance the interests of the citizens of the 
United States. This same philosophy is used to advance the interests of our clients. We 
work with government leaders and our client to advance both sets of goals and objectives. 
Therefore, we view ourselves as a synergistic extension of our clients’ staff and attempt to 
become fully integrated in their organization. A long-term working relationship is the basis for 
a measurable-definable strategy.



INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS ANTICIPATE THE NEXT STEPS

The federal branches work for the U.S. citizenry, this is public policy. RWGS relate the client’s 
interest with that philosophy to generate a tailored tactical guide to the legislative/executive 
process. Results are predictable in part, and in another part, less predictable. Recalibrating 
the tactical guide when necessary maintains the client’s success level in any subsequent 
phases.

PRECISION DRIVEN EXPERTISE  THROUGH THE THICKET

Each federal branch works in collaboration to advance the interests of the citizens of the 
United States. This same philosophy is used to advance the interests of our clients. The 
RWGS precision driven research is the basis for a truly focused program to fulfill the client’s 
hard business objectives. 



PARTNERSHIPS 
BETWEEN 
ORGANIZATIONS 
AND THE KEY 
INFLUENCERS 
THAT HAVE 
THE POWER TO 
EFFECT POLICY CHANGES.



CREATIVE SOLUTIONS THAT GENERATE RESULTS 

PERSONALIZED ATTENTION, INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS and GUIDED EXPERTISE mean
RWGS assess the client’s level of involvement on Capitol Hill and identifies how the current 
and potential actions of the government will relate to their organization. Applying this analysis, 
RWGS can produce solutions that are both innovative and pioneering for the industry. 
A two-party system requires the compromises that RWGS’s bi-partisan position and creativity
on the client’s behalf can address an entire spectrum of relationships including key 
influencers.  The synergy generates comprehensive strategies and an arrary of corporate, 
municipal and entrepreneurial entities with coinciding interests. 



OUR CLIENTS’ PROGRESS 
SHEPHARDS CHANGE IN 
NOT ONLY  
THEIR ORGANIZATION  
BUT IN THEIR SECTOR



“Lobbying is a protected activity under the U.S. Constitution that guarantees 
rights to free speech, assembly, and petition to government. Lobbying is a 
regulated industry.”

          Senator John  F. Kennedy, 1956



SPECIALIZED EXPERTISE IN THE PUBLIC POLICY 

An active government demands dynamic response-sets. RWGS continues to evolve policy 
needs of clients in their full spectrum of industries. Founded in February 2011, RWGS has 
already received recognition for PERSONALIZED ATTENTION, INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS 
AND GUIDED EXPERTISE.
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